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You can spend all day analyzing this new T-00 and
conclude many different things. Below is clarification from
Robert York at TDI on the new T-00 effective May 1, 2008.  (Most questions
were home office issue related, so that’s where I began my quest for answers.)

SECTION 1
1. Service for which payment is requested.

What’s the difference between Furnishing Title Evidence and Title Examination?

If you receive a title commitment from a title agent, the title evidence and
the title examination will both be checked in this section.  If you were
furnishing un-examined evidence that would consist of a run sheet and/
or run sheet copies you would check the title evidence box.

3. Information about Agent/Entity doing the work.

The Texas Underwriter box is strictly used for direct operations. If you
use a direct operation of the Underwriter for any of the above services
they would mark this box when completing this portion of the T-00.

SECTION 2
5. Issue Type: Out of County, Multi County, and Best Evidence.

Number five is only used for home office issue purposes, i.e. when you
(the agent) are requesting us (the underwriter) to issue a policy on your
behalf because you are not licensed for one or all counties.

Out of County would apply when a HOI policy is issued on property
covering only one county outside your geographically licensed area.

Continued on page 2
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October 16, 2008
Spooky Claims

 by Susan Withers

November 20, 2008
Survey Issues

 by John Rothermel

December 18, 2008
Process Flows

 by Jennifer Goodman

* * *

Office
Closures

November 27, 2008
Thanksgiving Day

November 28, 2008
Day after Thanksgiving

December 25, 2008
Christmas Day

December 26, 2008
Day after Christmas

 January 1, 2009
New Year’s Day
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Stewart recently revised the look of your
monthly Statement of Accounts.  There are
now 5 fantastic reasons why you’ll like it...

· Former Statement and Registers are combined into
one monthly invoice.

· Invoice Summary provides a snapshot of your
account activity.

· Separate section for policy and other adjustment
information.

· Payments are matched with file numbers when
processed in the same reporting period.

· Check number and payment amount is included on
invoice.
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On Hallowe’en
the  thing you must do

Is pretend that nothing can frighten you
And if somethin’  scares you

and you want to run
Just let on like it’s Hallowe’en fun.
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You would use Multi County when a HOI
policy is issued on property covering more
than one county outside your geographically
licensed area.

Best Evidence would be used when there is
no title agent available to furnish the
evidence.

*If you are in a situation where your title
company is licensed in a county but obtain
evidence and examination (one or both) from a
title agent licensed within that same county that
you are licensed for, this would remain blank as
this section is for HOI’s only and the title agent
is providing services in an area which you are
already licensed to do business; therefore no
HOI is necessary.

7. Information about Agent/Underwriter
Issuing the Policy.

Our information, Stewart Title Guaranty
Company, should go in this area. In the
attached HOI T-00, I have completed this
section for you.

SECTION 3 - Information from Agent/
Underwriter paying for the work.

This section is for the agent that is requesting
the policy from us (the underwriter.)

Does the underwriter sign the T-00?

No, the underwriter will not sign the T-00,
unless a Direct Operation is providing service
or paying for services.

This clarification is compliments of Robert York at the
Texas Department of Insurance and received in writing July
18, 2008.  Thanks Robert for your assistance.

Try this sheet on for size! A customer
refuses to pay the title insurance guaranty
fee...Now what? Have you ever been put
in a situation such as this?  Well,
circumstances like these are merely a lack
of education.  Most consumers don’t even
realize what title insurance is, let alone what

the Policy Guaranty Fee is and why they have to pay it.

You can start by explaining the fee. Inform the consumer that it is
simply a requirement of the Texas Department of Insurance as
authorized by law.

Ok...then what? Your options are simple, your hands are tied, you
have no choice but to charge the fee when issuing a policy.
Unfortunately, if the customer refuses to pay the fee you
(the Title Company) have no choice but to
decline to sell the policy—in other words, call
off the closing.
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Can a 1031 Exchange involve a
vacation home? A recent IRS
bulletin spells out the safest way,
but some scenarios don’t fit neatly
within the Guideline.

The sale of an investment
property can come with a
pretty big tax bill if the
property has appreciated
significantly.  Some
sellers, though, can take
advantage of a
provision in the
Internal Revenue
Code to defer taxes
on the grain of the
sale.  The
provision-often
referred to as a
1031 or like-
k i n d
e x c h a n g e -
may apply if

the seller
identifies and

purchases a
r e p l a c e m e n t

property within
the specified time

frames.

Can you vacation
in an investment?

Courts that have
analyzed whether

property is held by a
taxpayer for investment

have generally concluded
that the requirement is met

if the property is held
primarily for investment.

In other words, limited use of
the property for taxpayer’s

personal enjoyment will not
destroy the investment

character of the property if there
is objective evidence that the

taxpayer’s primary motive is to hold
the property for investment. While
it is easy to frame the issue, it is
difficult to determine whether the
taxpayer’s investment dominates
intent to hold the property for
personal use and enjoyment. Since
the IRS has given little guidance on
how the “held for investment”
requirement is met, there are now
guidelines (Safe Harbor) provided
to taxpayer’s concerning the
exchange of vacation properties and
second homes.

How you use the property makes
all the difference…
In February 2008 the IRS issued
Revenue Procedure 2008-16, which
creates a “Safe Harbor” under which
real property held for investment
and used for the taxpayer’s personal
enjoyment will be treated by the IRS
as held primarily for investment.The
Safe harbor requirements are met
with regard to a property
relinquished in an exchange if:

· The tax payer has owned
the relinquished property
for no less than two years;
and

· In each 12 month period
during the two-year look
back period, the taxpayer
has rented the property at
fair-market rent for 14 days
or more, and the taxpayer’s
personal use of the property
does not exceed the greater
of 14 days or 10% of the
day the property is actually
rented at fair market rent.

These guidelines should be taken in
consideration when a taxpayer is
selling a vacation home or is selling,
for example, a rental property and
purchasing a vacation home.

By Greg Lehrmann,  Asset Preservation, Inc.

Safe HarborSafe HarborSafe HarborSafe HarborSafe Harbor

Does Safe Harbor answer all
questions?
While revenue Procedure 2008-16
provides comfort for certain
investors, its leaves questions
unanswered for others.
Unfortunately, there is still no
simple test to resolve the question
of where the line is drawn between
property being held for investment
or for personal enjoyment.

What makes a property an
investment?
The IRS considers many factors to
determine whether a property is
held for investment.  Those factors
include the investor’s intent, the
length of time the property is held
by the taxpayer, whether the
property was used to generate
rental income, the extent of the
improvements made to the
property, the extent and timing of
resale activities, and whether the
investor can substantiate his
primary motive for holding the
property was for investment.  One
way the tax court determines, is by
listing all the things that they
taxpayer did not do and what an
investor would do. (See Barry E.
Moore v. Commission, T.C. Memo
2007-134 for an example of what
the Tax Courts considered
investment or personal
enjoyment.)
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How many of you send Proforma’s to your out-of-state lenders?  Lenders may not be as
familiar or comfortable with our new loan policy and may wish to know the details
behind the coverage for those checked boxes.  If this is the case, it is acceptable to
appease the lender (remember you can not issue a proforma unless the land is NOT
residential real property and the proposed amount of insurance is $500,000 or grader) by
issuing the regular endorsements following those checked boxes.   We do caution you
that certain programs may double charge if you decide to go this route.  Suggestions for a work around include:

AIM for windows users - consider checking the boxes manually and then issuing the endorsements as you usually
would so the computer won’t charge for the endorsement twice.

STEPS users - there is no need to worry! At this point in time, STEPS only generates policy jackets and does not
support that function.

RamQuest users - you may consider running a test to see what happens.

The quickest way to become a trusted partner is to be convenient, informative and accommodating!  Be sure and
check out P-52 on Delivery of Pro Forma Policies and Promulgated forms to lenders.

You Asked Us:  What form of ID is
acceptable for a Mexican National to
close in the US? Would a Mexican
Matricula or Mexican Passport suffice?

Our Answer Was:  Texas Civil Practice
and Remedies Code says:

(a) An officer may not take the
acknowledgment of a written instrument
unless the officer knows or has
satisfactory evidence that the
acknowledging person is the person who
executed the instrument and is described
in it.  An officer may accept, as
satisfactory evidence of the identity of
an acknowledging person, only:

(1) the oath of a credible witness
personally known to the officer;
or

(2)   a current identification card
or other document issued by the
federal government or any state
government that contains the photograph
and signature of the acknowledging
person.

(b)  Except in a short form certificate
of acknowledgment authorized by
Section 121.008, the officer must note
in the certificate of acknowledgment
that:

(1)  he/she personally knows the
acknowledging person;  or

(2)  evidence of
a witness or an
ident i f ica t ion
card or other
document was

used to identify the
acknowledging person.

If they use ID, it has to be issued
by the U.S. Government or by a
state government and it has to be
a photo ID.  If the notary
personally knows the person, that
is okay, as is having someone
already known to the notary
identify the person.

 Thanks to Bill Pratt for his help
on this one!
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121.005. PROOF OF IDENTITY
OF ACKNOWLEDGING
PERSON.

 
 

 
 

 
 


